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Integro are experts in international insurance 
brokerage and risk management. Its strength lies 
in specialist knowledge and experience. Driven 
to deliver dedicated, quality insurance brokerage 
services through client-fi rst, transparent business 
practices.

Ranking in the top 25 brokers in the world, 
Integro has 1,200 colleagues operating from 
more than 30 offi  ces in the UK, USA and Bermuda.

As Lloyd’s Brokers, Integro has direct access to 
the Lloyd’s market, should it be needed, and uses 
all major insurers and many specialists.

WHO ARE INTEGRO?
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It’s not just a big part of what we do, it’s part of who 
we are. Integro represents clients in every type of 
major motorsport championship across the globe 
from two wheels to four.

With a team of dedicated professionals committed 
to fi nding the best motorsport insurance products 
and risk management solutions possible, Integro 
draws on more than 35 years of international 
motorsport experience to off er the full spectrum of 
motorsport coverage.

Motorsport – 
A wealth of experience

Drawing from the experience of highly 
specialised individuals and the strategic 
acquisition of long established independent 
brokerages, Integro’s collective reputation is 
built on the recommendation of clients who 
believe we off er something diff erent.

This approach delivers greater buying power 
and leverage in the insurance market, while 
allowing us to maintain a local and personalised 
service. Integro designs responsive insurance 
programmes for the following motorsport 
clients and more:

Should the misfortune of a claim arise, Integro 
is on hand to provide assistance at any time to 
ensure all matters are dealt with quickly, fairly 
and without fuss. With extensive knowledge of 
production processes, technical equipment, 
cancellation and non-appearance risks, and the 
global entertainment and sport business means 
Integro fully understands the importance of 
quick decisions and early settlement.

Creative, yet practical solutions for complex needs 24 hour support

Teams

Drivers and Riders

Promoters

Offi  cials

Venues and Events

National or international Federations

Governing Bodies

WHY INTEGRO?
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CONTRACT BONUS
From top drivers’ championship bonuses, to new drivers 
achieving a podium finish or specific number of points 
in a championship year, Integro can cover a range of 
contractual bonus obligations. This helps to protect a 
team’s financial position and gives certainty that great 
driver performance will not mean the team exceeds 
its budget or financial resources. Cover can be bought 
directly by teams or by sponsors looking to incentivise.

RACE TEAM LIABILITY
This provides cover for liability which would not be 
covered by the event organiser. It protects race teams 
for liabilities to employees, members of the public and 
also on-track race liability for errors the team makes 
in the preparation of a vehicle that causes a serious 
incident.

DRIVER INJURY & REPLACEMENT
The injury of a contracted driver can prove to be 
expensive especially a replacement driver is needed. 
Cover can be provided for the additional costs a team 
incurs in such an instance.

MOTOR INSURANCE (TRUCKS, TRAILERS, VANS)
Cover for standard and specialist vehicles of any 
value throughout Europe and many other areas of the 
world. Trackside insurance can also be included where 
required.

GROUP PERSONAL ACCIDENT
Cover for chosen beneficiaries that will provide 
financial protection in respect of death or specific 
degrees of disablement caused as a result of accidental 
bodily injury.

GROUP EMERGENCY MEDICAL & REPATRIATION
EXPENSES
In addition to the cover provided above, for chosen
beneficiaries for international emergency medical 
expenses and repatriation.

FOR TEAMS AND DRIVERS

SOLUTIONS

EVENT CANCELLATION, NON-APPEARANCE
OR ABANDONMENT
Cover for financial loss should specified event(s) 
be necessarily cancelled, abandoned, postponed, 
interrupted or relocated. In addition, cover for 
proven additional costs or charges reasonably 
and necessarily paid to avoid or diminish these 
circumstances.

BUSINESS TRAVEL
Cover for the cost of specific incidents or accidents 
that affect chosen beneficiaries while they travel on 
behalf of your business.

PROPERTY DAMAGE
Cover for material property, buildings, equipment 
and stock at a specific location, event or in transit 
anywhere in the world.

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
Cover for financial compensation following an 
insured loss under material damage cover. Designed 
to compensate for a loss of income or increased 
costs that are a result of loss.

HIRED-IN PLANT
Cover for legal liability under the terms of your hiring
agreement, to pay for loss or damage caused to hired
machinery/plant and also to meet the cost of 
continuing hire charges.

STORAGE, TRANSIT & TRACKSIDE COVER
Cover for all equipment, cars, bikes, trucks and 
any other property, at any location and in transit 
anywhere in the world.

COMMERCIAL INSURANCES
Integro provides bespoke commercial insurance 
packages to race teams, track operators, event 
organisers and manufacturers involved in the 
motorsport industry. This includes all areas of 
property damage and business interruption cover.

DIRECTORS’ AND OFFICERS’ LIABILITY
Cover for the personal liabilities in relation to 
the running of a business for directors, officers, 
supervisors and or managers.

PUBLIC LIABILITY
Cover for legal liability to pay compensation and 
legal costs arising out of accidental death or injury 
to both third party persons and employees, including 
damage to third party property.

FOR PROMOTERS, EVENTS AND TEAMS
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“The team at Integro, led by Karen Ellis, 
are valued insurance partners of Williams 

F1. They understand motorsport and 
our wider requirements in advanced 

engineering, and can off er the specialist 
cover and advice required in this dynamic 

and high-risk business.”

Williams F1

“I have been extremely impressed 
by the team at Integro and feel very 

much assured that they are at my side. 
The main diff erence I have found in 
my dealings with them, is that they 

understand motorsport and therefore 
in turn understand our requirements 

enabling them to off er the solutions and 
cover we need. To add, they are quick 
to react and I defi nitely feel like we are 

working together in partnership for 
mutual benefi t, as they care about our 

business as if it were their own.”

Justina Williams – Managing Partner for 
Excelr8 Motorsport

Offi  ce: +44 (0)161 419 3063  

Mobile: +44 (0)7791 120 103

simon.harrison@integrogroup.com

WHO TO CONTACT

�
�
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Simon Harrison  

Client Director



Integro Insurance Brokers Ltd. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
Registered Office: 71 Fenchurch Street, London, EC3M 4BS. Registered Company No. 2957627 England.

Century House, Pepper Road, 
Hazel Grove, Stockport, SK7 5BW

www.integrogroup.com


